
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now 

Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30 

women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at 

all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays 

in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket 

and BDay card 10 yard line from the women. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... No not Taylor Swift donning 

a MD degree + lingerie for Victoria's Secret Futuristic Key 

West MD womens performance up and down Duval... xxx who 

knows if it will be limited to the Yale Key West Med School 

area... no xxx there just "Anatomy + Inspiration" from God's 

best invention, women! 

Wednesday, December 03, 2014 5:20 PM
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12-3-14 give me some insight... 100 missing brains found in 

the homes of 5th graders, Dr. 5th grade teacher let the 

children take home their brains for homework. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now 

Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30 

women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at 

all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays 

in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket 

and BDay card 10 yard line from the women... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Yes we can read each others 

minds in a 1984 II society!! I look and think and wonder 

how many "brainstorming ideas" I could get with her... 

them... all of them, cheering on the cure for Breast Cancer 

from Duval in Key West all the way to NYC. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... NY Times front page about $4 

Billion for the last 4 years work on a "Train" Station. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Key West Flagger had a 

"Train" to Key West. This is Key West History. 
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"Train" to Key West. This is Key West History. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Breast Cancer is the futuristic 

discovery that gives Key West the Edge to be world famous as 

Breast Cancer Cure was discovered in Key West. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... I would have told all the 

women at the Key West Womens Club just now if I thought 1 of 

them would have made contact and Helped Greg with a 

idea... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now 

Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30 

women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at 

all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays 

in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket 

and BDay card 10 yard line from the women. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... President must shoot them on 

the spot if they give away to much about this 1984 Society, 

grin. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... No. Just shoot all the women 

with stage 4 breast cancer today waiting for the "Train" from 

NYC with the "Rx Cure" 

12-3-14 give me some insight... No. NYC run by the NY Times 

worked 24/7 the last 4 years on a "Train Station" not a 

futuristic "Train". wow! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... I will go by the Key West 

Womens Club again when I leave Starbucks I would like to 

plug in the Dell + Acer on their porch today... someday... wow 

the Gray Haired MockingJay women across the street from 

StarBucks Today! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... No. Wow for NYC as we locals 

in Key West know 9/11 was financed by $4 gas the Pentagon 

gave Mecca not God! Not to God's best invention... women! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... No Wow NYC Key West Breast 

Cancer Womens Train is not a Train like NYC's Today but 

more like the MockingJay Planes but Gravity Engines! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Mary walking down "Duval" 
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12-3-14 give me some insight... Mary walking down "Duval" 

cane in hand, Greg Biking up "Duval" Notebook and BDay 

Card in bike basket... "You just happened to be walking down 

Duval... smile like the Full Moon" wow. This just gave me 

more insight into Marrying Mary at 1984 II HQ then at the 

Hemingway House, tonight? Does anyone know... grin. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... I have 2 notebooks running 

at the same time in Starbucks right now. Wifi to the Key West 

is low but works to read the news on the Dell and Acer but 

not strong enough to publish my web. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Discovery News story... "Elite 

Families Stay Elite For Centuries" JFK Carrier $10 Trillion 

McCain Brain Dead Admirals put the Universe Off Limits 

and it's Classified!! Gods Best invention needs a breast 

Cancer cure for $10 Trillion. 

52 Nearest Stars and they don't know who is who... Bush, Oil 

money has addicted Bush Families. Kerry must be the PTS of 

Vietnam Women in his nightmares or the sex slaves in 

Mecca... Yes Kerry has top secret clearance to watch the 

YouTube Saudi Sex Slave Videos... 

Dr. Nancy will tell us how many times Matt Lauer has 

watched these... grin! 

Kennedy in 1980 they must watch Teddy Kennedy old videos 

of the Windmill in Animal Farm and the End of the Saudi 

Oil Embargo via Teddy + Jimmy Carter. Peanuts and no 

futuristic packaging or dish... does Jimmy Carters wife 

invent new peanut dishes? Ever? Peanuts @ -254C in liquid 

hydrogen pack will be in the next MockingJay Movie. 

Queen Elizabeth would have George Orwell killed in a Paris 

Tunnel going to fast today. Greg has no insight but WOW 

how could the King + Queen let Orwell publish all those 

books. 
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books. 

Today the Queen will not let Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines 

do the North Sea Fishing for the Fish and Chips... 

Prince is a helicopter pilot who killed God and got a Medal 

of Honor from Liz. Killed all British Astronauts from ever 

traveling to the 52 nearest stars. Falkins was more Honor 

than 52 Aliens. 840 kilos of coke must go to the Royals in 

England. 

Yale London Medial School on a 155 Story Eiffel Tower 

Structure might cause another 100 year war between France 

and England. Who won? 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... on how much a MockingJay 

Mary is... in our 1984 II Society. Dating-Invent-Something to 

part the Universe! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... on how much a MockingJay 

Mary is... in our 1984 II Society. Dating-Invent-Something to 

part the Universe! 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Fiery Cop Car Crash in Paris + 

LA... Judge the Top Brass "Insight" letting this happen in 

every city on Earth. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... academic mic + speaker so I 

can record everything when I'm the one who gets a new 

IPhone6 + 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Who buys 840 kilos of cocaine 

in a 1984 II Society that can rob gas stations in Miami of 
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in a 1984 II Society that can rob gas stations in Miami of 

$777 Trillion, while gassing more Cubans in Miami to death 

via cancer than Jews? 

12-3-14 give me some insight... Coast Guard unloads 840 

kilos of cocaine... 

The crew of Her Majesty's Ship Argyll on Saturday unloaded 

840 kilograms of cocaine, worth an estimated $27.9 million, 

at Coast Guard Sector Key West. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

An additional 216 kilos of cocaine worth an estimated $7.1 

million was off loaded Tuesday in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. 

While on a routine patrol, the crew of a Joint Interagency 

Task Force South (JIATF South) patrol aircraft detected a go-

fast vessel south of Haiti heading north at 15 knots with fuel 

barrels and possible contraband on board, reports state. 

Watchstanders from the Coast Guard 7th District Command 

Center directed the Argyll to intercept and conduct a 

boarding of the vessel. The go-fast began to jettison objects 

and the Argyll launched both of their small boats. Shortly 

after, the go-fast vessel with four suspected smugglers 

aboard, became compliant and was boarded by a U.S. Coast 

Guard law enforcement team. 

The Argyll crew recovered 29 bales of contraband the suspects 

jettisoned into the water. All bales later tested positive for 

cocaine. The smuggling vessel was destroyed as a hazard to 

navigation. 

In a separate case, the Coast Guard LEDET and crew of the 

Argyll teamed to seize 216 kilograms of cocaine worth an 

estimated $7.1 million after a Dutch maritime patrol 

aircraft detected a suspect go-fast and vectored the Argyll to 

the vessel's location on Nov. 23. The go-fast vessel was stopped 

and two suspects were taken into custody. 
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and two suspects were taken into custody. 

12-3-14 give me some insight... 

analyze no gas stations! Should have been Today, Too but 

for $777 Trillion! 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 C 

will be the start of Star Travels by NASA!

52 Nearest Stars each with its own Aliens. A unique sets of 

abilities that together overcome a number of obstacles to 

Star Travels. 1. Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 

gasoline! 

Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale 

Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel 

Tower Structure! 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 

Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. 
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Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale 

Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure 

should be built today 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with 

$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 

3-4-2011. 

"No Head-On Collisions Inventions..." laser guided 2014 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Lost for group cheering of the 

ISIS building blown up on live MSNBC. 

12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and 
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12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and 

Kurds Reach Deal to Share Oil Revenues" By TIM ARANGO 

Tim knows about the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure 

of Breast Cancer" yet writes about Kurds to Share Oil Money... 

this is a war crime by Tim at the Times! MockingJay's got this 

on Video for YouTube! 

12-2-14 Bioscience Technology Today share oil revenue with 

Moslems who bought a kidney... war crimes! "Changes 

coming to kidney transplant waiting list" Bioscience 

Technology New rules this week are bringing changes to the 

nation's kidney transplant system that will give some 

patients a better shot at a longer-lasting organ, and move 

others up the waiting list. President Snow at MockingJay HQ 

selling kidneys and giving Cheney a Heart at 88 ahead of 

Mandatory Organ Donation, a Avalanche of the 4 MD Wives 

Coup D'Etat. MockingJay Part 5 with Dr Katniss MD and Dr. 

Katrina will bring in more $$$ and awards for the women 

who inspire Mandatory Organ Donation, not a easy thing to 

do as Cheney got ahead of the Heart line at 88... a war crime 

only God will light Hells gasoline or H in a near star that 

will burn for 4 Trillion years, 600 times the age of our 

Universe! wow. Cheney + stupid criminals, 200 stitches at the 

gas station hole up in Miami out of spite for 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators. Women pay for their criminal minds, that 

should have been giving the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar laser 

guidance 5th generation! And no Gas Stations in 2000 in 

Miami! 

Intel would never sell you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the 

truth! 
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truth! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the 

MacBook Air + Pro. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with Greg 

telling Mary when were 90 I'll be going over the last 10 

months of this web page by page Cheering one Invention 

Project, theory, concept, Invention you inspires. Mary said I 

don't see the money, what ever you impressed the Top Brass at 

1984 II HQ last 10 months that I have been writing every 

day! Wow... Call you a cab, 6666 2 cabs at the Court House 

Deli. Mary is off, not far as Hemingway House is only 5 

blocks... Home when I buy it for our Wedding! 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with Greg 

I said least we will get a Women MD President before a Jew 
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I said least we will get a Women MD President before a Jew 

President, Yes the Jews will just use Nukes in a first strike on 

Mecca. I know you want the $777 Trillion confiscated from 

Mecca + Allah for your first strike when the 1984 II Capital 

MockingJays make contact... grin, she smiles about the 

money as she will be the richest women in the world! If we 

can pull off a successful coup Oil's $777 Trillion and cure for 

breast cancer in 2015. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with 

Greg... just read this on Fox "France planning to eliminate 

diesel-powered cars" I can't open another page without 

locking up this Acer PC will read it later but I doubt they 

mention DIESEL caused kids cancers and birth defects! MD 

women in France Paris could pull off the coup in 2014, lets 

hope so as 1984 II USA will never tell us the statistics as this is 

a war crime and Holocaust II worst than the Jews! 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with 

Greg... new cell Samsung asked her to take a picture, No! 

Then we talked about cops and kids wearing cameras all the 

time. With Obama's Support, Police Body Cameras Could 

Become the New Normal. MockingJay Part 1 Movie was more 

"Reality" TV than what could be normal as I told Mary 

cameras have taken our picture. No reply as this would give 

me some insight on how much a MockingJay Mary is... in our 

1984 II Society. Dating a women who has read your "Secret" 

file written by Los Alamos + Sandia Labs. My 5 pages are Mr 

Buell and the wind car... rest is blacked out! Oh when Mary 

was 5 they read aloud "Great Expectations" to all the little 

girls, of course I went on look at all the "Great Expectations" 

she got in this was over the last 10 months today. You 

impressed President Snow and our 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators Mary! Wow! HQ!!! 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with 

Greg... new cell new cane, Mary fell I think, not sure she will 

not tell. 2 miles to the bathroom up some 55 degree stairs 

with black rubber strips a mountain climber could catch a 

soul on... she almost does the stair master. One more fall 

with the cane Mary will be in a ElectricWheelchair before a 

ElectricWindmillCar... so this was on Apple Insider we can 

invent a center of Gravity for Mary - Greg, grin! Apple patents 

active fall protection system that shifts iPhones in midair 

Apple patents active fall protection system that shifts iPhones 

in midair Apple on Tuesday was awarded a patent covering 
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in midair Apple on Tuesday was awarded a patent covering 

a futuristic iPhone protection system that can recognize 

when a phone is dropped, calculate an estimated point of 

impact and shift its center of gravity to avoid striking 

sensitive components. Worthless after Mary inspires a 

electrical storm in my brain and I discover how Gravity is 

Generated. 1984 II Numb Nuts want to keep this out of the 

MockingJay Part 5 MD movie! And the iPhone007 built into 

the MacBook Air... Ride School bus in this futuristic Earth. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago and 

kept "Top Secret" Jimmy Buffett sold Duval Street 

"Margaritaville" would be "Hell" for the City of Key West 

Tourists HQ. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago. Dr. 

Victoria's MD Secret fashion show... bring this to Key West Hell 

with Buffett next time he walks off a stage a Dr. Victoria's MD 

will help. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago. I did 

think of something... I could be right, Buffett sold 

"Margaritaville" on Duval in Key West to pay Casino 

gambling debts + medical bills.... 

12-2-14 Mary in every page of this web giving 4 or 5 billion 

people Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines fueled with H @ -254 C 

NASA made in the USA. 

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with 

Greg... Greg in green wind breaker Mary making The Clothes 

that a women MD could wear into "Margaritaville". 

12-2-14 Men Drunk on "Margaritas" Good Bet in Vegas he 

will kill her... Ray Rice: ‘Me and My Wife Had One Bad Night’ 

19K dead women are not on MockingJay's TV Screen or NY 

Times Front page, Jew Dead but not 19K Dead Women killed 

by men drinking a Margarita. 

12-2-14 Men Drunk on "Margaritas" Good Bet in Vegas he 

will kill her... Ray Rice: HQ in this 1984 society will be the 

real murderer of his wife! Kerry, McCain, Hillary, Bush... 

12-2-14 'In Cold Blood' Files Can Finally Be Published: 

Judge... Kerry, McCain, Hillary, Bush killing and cheering 

Drone or Fiery Cop Car Crash in Paris or LA... Judge just said 

the mentally ill in NYC need help. MockingJay the President 

brainwashed the guy to strangle Katniss not 
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brainwashed the guy to strangle Katniss not 

inventsomething. Right from wrong in a Universe that needs 

an Atomic Clock which Mary doesn't want, grin. Greg Does as 

if we had a Atomic Clock in the living room all of Mary's 

comments about getting that thing out of my living room 

will get me many invention projects! 

12-2-14 'Blood' Files Can Finally Be Published: Judge... for 

all grades as MD women started Med School at 5 with their 

Dad's, grin. Not a Judge! But for the blood test results... wow! 

1st grade blood test results on a test. Key West will refuse, Hell 

No We Won't Go... 

12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and 

Kurds Reach Deal to Share Oil Revenues" By TIM ARANGO 

Tim knows about the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure 

of Breast Cancer" yet writes about Kurds to Share Oil Money... 

this is a war crime by Tim at the Times! 

12-2-14 

12-2-14 

Intel would never sell you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the 

truth! 
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truth! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the 

MacBook Air + Pro. 

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the 

Capital. Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" in the district of Key 

West, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... in Paris! Dash Cam's in 

Hunger Games + Mockingjay Part 1 for the "Love" of God's Best 

Invention... women. Brainwashed inventions by the 

President are to kill 19K women. 1984 II Numb Nuts could 

have brainwashed him to inventsomeing, and 

strangulation wow Key West Mug shots every day have a 

assault by strangulation. Good Movie "MockingJay Part 1" 
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assault by strangulation. Good Movie "MockingJay Part 1" 

more Orwellian than I expected. TV Shot of Greg on 1 Dec. 

2014 sitting outside Starbucks on Duval because the wifi 

can't be picked up inside. State of the Arts laser Guided 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Greg wants to Escort Mary B to 

the Marriage License Court House in the Heart of 1984's 

Capital, grin. On TV... grin! She does look Perfect, Mary B. 

and MockingJay! 

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the 

Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" 

MockingJay Part 1 the Movie, TV is now on Dr. Katniss MD 

24/7 MD MD hundreds of millions triumphing victory over 

Caesar + the Pentagon killing by "Strangulation" 19K SWF in 

2014... $10 Trillion Dollar Homeland Security guards the 

Social Security Offices in the USA, Today is 12-1-14 last 

month of 2014! Move Homeland Security Out to a "Black 

Hole" as they are 9/11 Propaganda that didn't have a NY 

Times Front page on the 9/11 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 

and the 17 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia with $4 Godsend 

Gas money given to them by the 1984 II President Snow and 

the Pentagon. wow! Now we just need an iApp to hear + see 

Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on 

her MD MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would never sell 

you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a Rx Cure for Breast 

Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the truth! 
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Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the truth! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the 

MacBook Air + Pro. 

12-1-14 Dr. Katrina MD Brain Doctor standing next to Dr. 

Katniss MD in MockingJay 3 Breast Cancer War Victory 

Picture TV shot... (both married to greg + Mary B. in the 

movie, grin!) 

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the 

Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" 

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the 

Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" 

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the 

Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" 
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Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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